IMPORTANT DATES:
PLEASE CHECK THE ONES RELEVANT TO YOURSELF AND PUT THEM IN YOUR
DIARY.

St. George Players

Term 1 2013

This shows just term 1 and 2. The full calendar is on the website and there
will be other concerts, that will be advised during the year.
WHATEVER YOU AND I DO ALONE CAN BE EVEN GREATER – AND
MORE FUN – TOGETHER.
DAY
Monday

DATE
4th Feb

EVENT
TERM 1

VENUE

COMMENTS

Sunday

17 February 2013

Sydney CBD

Grainger band

Sunday

10th March

Chinese New Year
Twilight parade
Solo Concert

All students taking private lessons.

Sunday

17th March

St Patrick’s Day Parade

St George Masonic
Club
Sydney CBD

Saturday

30th March

Street March

Royal Easter Show

Grainger Band

Sunday

7th April

Jazz at the Markets

Como Markets

Georges Jazz Giants

Sunday

13th April

TERM 1 HOLIDAYS

Sunday

28th April

Kurnell Festival

Kurnell

Sculthorpe Orchestra

Monday

29th April

TERM 2

Sunday

5th May

Fairground Follies

Alexandria

Sunday

2nd June

1st Main Concert

St George Masonic
Club

Bus trip and show for all at a very special
exhibition.
All groups. Rehearsal morning, concert
2pm

Sunday

30th June

TERM 2 HOLIDAYS

Grainger Band

Players’ Notes
DIRECTOR’ S MESSAGE
A common complaint among teachers who work with "rhythmically challenged" students is that "they just aren't
counting." In fact, students may actually be counting, in the sense that they are keeping track of the number of
beats in a measure. But saying "1, 2, 3, 4" in a measure with four beats does not guarantee the presence of a
steady beat. Older beginners who have not had formal training may not immediately understand the relationship between the number of beats in a measure and steady counting.
Developing a “sense of rhythm” is another matter. This catch-all phrase encompasses a myriad of elements,
including rhythm patterning, tempo, intellectual understanding of meters, and awareness of accents, fingering,
and hand shifting. Most of all it involves “pulse.”
Rhythmic physical activity using large muscle groups is helpful; I encourage older beginners to walk, dance, jog,
bike, swim —even walk a dog. The important thing is to pick something you can do to a pulse. Walk with an
iPod, choosing songs of various speeds. Building an awareness of pulse can be like a form of meditation— a
disciplined, yet relaxing experience.
Ideally the sense of pulse is learnt through movement when children are very young. That is the reason a great
deal of time is spent in the Kid’s music classes on movement exercises developed at the beginning of the 20 th
century by a man named Dalcroze. He became very aware of how difficult it was to learn this skill after formal
instrumental lessons had begun, and it made him very upset to find pupils who loved music giving up because
they found acquiring this skill just too difficult. I find exactly the same thing again and again. We address this
problem in part by having all our bands march and the strings play with the Scottish dancers. As well as creating
a different style of performance, both forms of playing are physical repetitive rhythmic activities to help develop
a sense of pulse.
How much easier it is to come with a strong rhythmic sense to your first instrumental lesson.

Fax:
8580 6221
Email: thoda@tpg.com.au
Internet: stgeorgeplayers.com.au
Mobile phone 0412411284 is only available during
concerts and Saturday afternoon rehearsals
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CHINESE NEW YEAR—YEAR OF THE SNAKE
On Sunday 17 February both the senior and junior bands (and any interested string players who can hit a tabor)
are marching through the centre of Sydney and China Town in the Chinese New Year Twilight Street Parade.
This is one of Sydney’s favourite events, and is the highlight of the New Year festivities. This brings a magical
beauty to the summer evening, floats, lanterns and dancers weave their way, snake-like, from Sydney Town Hall
down to Harbour Street, illuminated by stunning projections on city buildings. There is masses of entertainment, with dancers, acrobats and music as well as the parade. As evening descends, a giant snake will come
alive, shedding its skin along our streets in a symbol of renewal.

Event Calender ........................4

SPECIAL POINTS OF
INTEREST
 Theory Classes
 Festivals
 Fairground Follies

The parade starts at 8.15 and ends at about 9.00pm but we will be required to be at the assembly area well
before that time. We will be taking all the players in to the city by bus as much of the city will be closed to the
public so this is the only way to get all players and instruments into the assembly area. All marchers must have
the correct uniform, we will be providing headlamps to read the music, Chinese caps and lights. Please complete
the attached bus notice and return it to us with your bus fare the first rehearsal back.

St George Players
2C Acacia St
Oatley
NSW 2223

FAIRGROUND FOLLIES
The usual reaction when people walk
into Fairground Follies is "wow". As
the home to the largest collection of
antique fairground pieces in the
southern hemisphere Fairground
Follies gives guests the opportunity
to experience the wonders of a by
gone age. All the pieces have been
lovingly restored and are not only
visually stunning but also operate as
they did in their hay day, filling the
space with the distinctive sounds of
the traditional Fair. The Moving
Picture Show has been invited to
perform at this very special museum
and as it is not generally open to the
public, I thought St George Players
pupils would like the opportunity to
attend what will be a very funny
concert and explore this magical site.
It is a very awkward part of Sydney
to get to, so for that reason we intend
to hire a bus so all can travel easily.
At the museum as well as seeing the
show, the organiser is to have all the
mechanical organs and carousels
fully working. There is even a real
gypsy caravan you can go inside. A
magical place! There will be more
details later in the year.

AMEB EXAMS AND THEORY CLASSES
Our main exam period is at the second
metropolitan series in November 2013.
The closing date for these examinations is
not until July but the technical work plus
the exam pieces must be demonstrated at
the Solo concert on 10th March. They will
be “a work in progress” The polished
version of this work will be shown by you
in a performance on October 27.

have correctly practiced all your exam
pieces right through the Christmas holidays. To sit for exams, music must take a
high priority in your daily life. If this is not
what you feel you want, the solo concerts
are also to demonstrate how you can perform as a soloist and how you have improved. Anyone on lessons should do this.
Exams are not for all.

There are also practical exams in May, but
generally we do not allow students to sit
for an exam at that time unless they have a
really good reason why they should not
wait until the November series. Also, you
need to be prepared to demonstrate that
all your pieces and technical work are
ready to perform at a high standard in the
first two weeks of term one (for the closing
date) Your polished performance will be
on 10th March. This means that you will

This year we are giving students free theory lessons, provided they are having private lessons with our teachers, and regularly perform with one of our senior ensemble. You can then sit for the theory
exam on line with the AMEB. See Jan
about the material you need to get then
there will be a half hour every week to
work through the necessary work, and you
can add Theory certificates to all the other
certificates you are gathering.

FESTIVALS
Festivals planned for this year include The Bowral Tulip Festival, Kurnell Festival, St
Patrick’s Day, Fisher’s Ghost, and Como Markets. I have put those dates in bold because until the arrangements from them are finalised, we cannot assume those dates
will stand. Contracts have already been signed for Chinese New Year and Royal Easter
Show so they are definitely on.
The Festival of Kurnell is specifically designed to bring family and friends together,
enjoying the richness of Kurnell's hospitality and celebrating the birthplace of modern
Australia, where Captain James Cook first Landed.
Tulip Time is one of Australia's oldest and most beautiful flora festivals. Corbett Gardens, Bowral has more than 100,000 tulips and 25,000 annuals on spectacular display.
The festival includes a variety of food and craft stalls, entertainment including music,
folk dancers and self guided tours of Corbett Gardens.
Como Markets With 100 year old gum trees and relaxing water views. Enjoy a selection
of different types of food and real coffee. A great day out for all the family. One of the
most successful markets in the area.
Each November, the legendary Festival of Fisher's Ghost comes alive in Campbelltown.
The Festival is steeped in history, dating back to 1956. It is named after Australia's
most famous ghost, Frederick Fisher
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